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Abstract
We will present a matrix framework for the conjugate gradient methods, which is
expressed in terms of whole vector sequences instead of single vectors or initial parts
of sequences. Using this framework extremely concise derivations of the conjugate
gradient method, the Lanczos algorithm, and methods such as GMRES, QMR,
CGS, can be given. This framework is then used to present some equivalent forms
of computing the inner products in the conjugate gradient and Lanczos algorithms.
Such equivalent formulations can perform all inner product calculations of a single
iteration simultaneously, thereby making the method more efficient in a parallel
computing context.

1

Matrix Framework

In his 1965 book, Householder [4] presented a short derivation of the conjugate
gradient method using a matrix framework. By introducing matrices whose columns
are the elements of a vector sequence, e.q. X = (x1 , . . .), it becomes possible to
express statements about sequences as matrix equations. For instance, a Krylov
sequence xi+1 = Axi can be written as AX = XJ where J is the unit lower
diagonal matrix (δi,j+1 ).
In [3] this matrix framework is used to give derivations of a number of conjugate
gradient-like methods, and to derive basic properties of the methods. As an example
of the latter, here is a characterization of how Hessenberg matrices arise in iterative
methods:
Lemma 1 If A is a square matrix, R a vector sequence, and AR = RH, then H is
a non-degenerate upper Hessenberg matrix if and only if the vectors ri are linear
combinations of a Krylov sequence obtained from applying A to a multiple of r1 .
The proof follows from the fact that taking linear combinations corresponds in the
matrix framework to right multiplication by an upper triangular matrix.
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In the case of the symmetric conjugate gradient method the Hessenberg matrix
generated is triangular:
Lemma 2 If AR = RH and rit rj = 0 for i 6= j, then H is tridiagonal.
This follows from the fact that Rt AR is both symmetric and upper Hessenberg.
The classic conjugate gradient method follows from factoring the Hessenberg matrix
into H = (I − L)D−1 (I − U ) form, and applying a scaling such that L = J. Then
the equation AR = RH can be split as AP D = R(I − J) and P (I − U ) = R,
where the first equation describes how the residuals ri are updated by the search
directions pi , and the second equation describes updating the search directions with
the residuals.
More sophisticated methods can also be expressed in this framework, for instance
the GMRES and QMR methods are based on the following idea. If a sequence R
satisfies AR = RH, then these methods try to improve on it by setting g1 = r1
and updating G(J − E1 ) = −ARV where J is as above, E1 is (δi1 ), and V is upper
triangular. Equivalently, GJ = R(E1 − HV ), so G is minimized by solving a least
squares problem for the columns of V . If H = QU , V = U −1 Q̃t where (Q̃)ij =
 q1j ifi≥j
. For the QMR method, which uses the Lanczos method for generating R,
0ifj>i
H is tridiagonal so U is upper tridiagonal, and P = RU −1 can be updated by a
simple recurrence. The final iterates are then calculated as G(J − E1 ) = −AP Q̃t , or
updating step by step G(J − I) = −AP diag(q1i ), which as a vector equation reads
gi+1 − gi = −Api q1i .

2

Eliminating a synchronization point

The two inner products in the conjugate gradient method present in the case of
parallel execution two synchronization points. Since they are interdependent they
can not be merged directly. A number of people have tried to overcome this problem.
For instance, Saad [7] discovered a recursion relation for the rit ri inner product
requiring (Api )t (Api ) to be computed. Since this can be done in parallel with the
pi Api inner product, by packaging the partial sums only one synchronization point
remains.
This method turns out to be unstable, but Meurant [5] suggested a way to stabilize it, at the cost of a third inner product which, however, can be computed
simultaneously with the two in Saad’s algorithm, so it doesn’t introduce an extra
synchronization.
Recently the current authors discovered [2, 3] three methods for eliminating the
pti Api inner product. These methods rely on computing Ari instead of the usual Api ,
and computing the quantity pti Api recursively.
From R = P (I − U ) we find Rt AR = (I − U )t P t AP (I − U ), or
P t AP = Rt AR + P t AP U + U t P T AP − U t P t AP U,
in which the second and third term are strictly upper and lower triangular respectively. Considering the diagonal elements of the left and right hand side we then
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find
pti Api = rit Ari − u2i−1i pti−1 Api−1 .
This enables us to compute the quantity pti Api recursively from the actually computed inner product rit Ari .
Additionally, this method and the ones below involve an extra vector update
Api+1 = Ari+1 + Api uii+1 .
This is necessary since the rearranged methods no longer compute the matrix vector
product Api directly, while it is still necessary to update the residual. Therefore all
methods take more scalar work than the traditional algorithm.
Similarly to the above derivation, from the diagonal of (I − U )t P t AP = Rt AR +
Rt AP U we get
pti Api = rit Ari + rit Api−1 ui−1i
and from (I − U )t P AP = Rt AP = Rt AR(I − U )−1 we find
pti Api = rit Ari + rit Ari−1 ui−1i .
Since Rt AR is tridiagonal the infinite expansion of (I − U )−1 terminates quickly,
giving only the indicated recurrence. Both of these methods take an additional
inner product (rit Api−1 or rit Ari−1 ), which can be computed simultaneously with
the other two.
Stability properties of these methods have been established in [1]: the first rearranged method can be related directly to the analysis in [6], and the second method
differs from it by a small amount. However, rearrangement 3 differs by a factor
involving a term rit ri+2 , which is known to be theoretically zero, but in practice
potentially non-negligible. Indeed, on certain problems, for instance with extreme
gaps in the spectrum of the matrix, this method will fail to converge. Methods
1 and 2 are both stable in practice.
Tests of the rearranged methods with the Harwell-Boeing test set on an Intel
iPSC/860 indicate that improvements in performance around 15% are attainable.
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